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- Kurt Oleson (Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Music Engineering, Computer Science, 2015)
- Music Curation and Technology Intern
- Part-time, 25 hours per week
- Paid

What do you do as an intern at this organization?
I update music playlists for business, write basic automated scripts for server monitoring, and do accounting and API creation/documentation for consumer services.

How did you find your internship?
Research and reaching out to the company.

What do you enjoy most about your internship?
It is a small company (6 employees) so I feel like part of the team instead of just another intern who has to do grunt work.

What do you find challenging?
I am working on and creating products that go directly to consumers so there is pressure to be efficient and effective.

What advice would you offer to someone who wants to make the most of an internship like yours?
Be open to anything and make sure the company understands what skills you have to offer. Ask lots of questions.

About the Organization
Custom Channels
Lafayette, CO

Custom Channels is a new kind of digital music service designed for music conscious brands. We create in-store and online music and messaging channels for businesses of all types. We go beyond background music.